Academic Observation Report
Canyons School District

Another measure of achievement for students being considered for the classification Specific Learning Disability is an observation of the student’s academic performance in the regular classroom setting by a team member other than the regular education classroom teacher. Record results of the observation below:

Student ___________________________ Grade ______ School ________________________________

Area(s) of suspected difficulty __________________________________________________________

Date_________________ Time/Length of Observation_______________________________________

Subject ___________________________ Instructional Activity ________________________________

Environment

Teacher-directed lesson, small group     Observing classroom demonstration
Independent practice/seatwork     Teacher-directed lesson, whole class
Student led, small group     Other______________________________________________

Task Demands

Expected Performance (What is the task the students are asked to do and time parameters?)

Student Performance

Target student’s performance. (What is target student doing?)
Achievement

How well did this student achieve the expected performance or outcome as compared to peers?

Additional Supports

Did the student require specialized instructional materials?  

Yes  No  

If, yes, describe:

Did the student require excessive teacher attention relative to classmates?  

Yes  No  

If yes, describe:

Relationship to Academic Functioning

What is the relationship of the student’s behavior in this instructional environment to his/her academic functioning?

Other

Other comments/observations/information:

Signature of observer:  

__________________________________________________________